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Wednesday, February 28th, 2018
5:00 pm – 7:30 pm

Clock Tower Brew Pub, 575 Bank Street
Ottawa, ON
$1 members

$3 non-members

Join us for an engaging talk, good eats and fine brew!
For more information contact Rebecca Dalton: becca.dalton@gmail.com

Featuring:

• PAH Source Characterization Surrounding Expanding
In-Situ Oil Sands Operations, Cold Lake, Alberta
Kirsten Smyth, MSc student, University of Ottawa

• Examining chemical changes in high Arctic lakes
historically occupied by the Thule people
Lauren Gallant, PhD candidate, University of Ottawa

• Understanding the fate, behaviour and weathering of
diluted bitumen (dilbit) spilled in a freshwater system
Sawyer Stoyanovich, MSc student, University of Ottawa

• In vitro metabolism of organophosphate esters in
polar bears and ringed seals
Adelle Strobel, MSc, Carleton University

SPECIAL 
STUDENT NIGHT
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PAH Source Characterization Surrounding Expanding In-Situ Oil 
Sands Operations, Cold Lake, Alberta
Kirsten Smyth, MSc student, University of Ottawa

The Cold Lake Oil Sands are unique in that they are the sole Canadian 
oil sands operation void of refineries, upgraders, tailings ponds and 
that operate exclusively using in-Situ methods. In contrast with open-
pit mining, in-Situ operations are relatively unexplored in terms of 
their environmental implications or contaminant distribution. Through 
paleolimnological and biological proxy data, this study assesses the 
concentration and distribution of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs), a contaminant of increasing concern, within the Cold Lake Oil 
Sands region. It is the aim of this research to determine if in¬-Situ 
operations are contributing to significant PAH deposition, whether 
the sources of PAHs can be characterized and how their distribution 
compares to that of open-pit mining areas. 

Analyses were conducted on lake sediment cores and spruce needle 
samples collected from the Cold Lake area. Isotopic analyses of Be7 
using gamma spectrometry revealed the regional atmospheric flux of 
PAHs, indicating the deposition onto spruce needles and demonstrating 
mixing depths of the cored lakes. Accelerated solvent extraction, 
preparative liquid chromatography and gas chromatography mass 
spectrometry methods were applied to sediments and spruce needles 
to identify 16 priority PAHs and their alkylated analogues.

It is predicted that the abundance of PAHs emitted through in-Situ 
oil sands extraction will surpass the natural background yet will be 
below recorded levels from open-pit operations. It is anticipated that 
the total PAH concentration will decrease exponentially with proximity 
from its source. The range of PAH distribution from in-Situ mining and 
the relative abundance can be compared to that of open-pit mining 
operations allowing for enhancement of environmental management 
and monitoring strategies within these regions. 

Contact: ksmyt080@uottawa.ca
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Examining chemical changes in high Arctic lakes historically 
occupied by the Thule people
Lauren Gallant, PhD candidate, University of Ottawa

The Thule people were a group of nomadic whalers that traversed the 
high Arctic, over-wintering in houses constructed from whale bones. 
They captured and brought whales into ponds to process the animals 
for food and shelter which resulted in the deposition of large quantities 
of organic matter to typically oligotrophic lakes. We are interested 
in determining the extent to which the presence of the Thule people 
impacted these remote lakes. 

The objectives of this project are to: (1) identify historical sites 
previously home to the Thule people through the fluctuations in 
the δ15N, sterol, and stanol profiles in lake sediment cores, and 
(2) determine the extent of chemical changes to the lake systems 
impacted by the Thule people. We hypothesize that the presence of 
the Thule people will alter the concentration of sterols, stanols, and 
nutrients. Consequently, we predict that Thule-influenced lakes will 
have higher concentrations of coprostanol, cholesterol, and nutrients 
(such as nitrogen and phosphorous) relative to reference lakes.

We collected lake sediment cores, lake water, moss, zooplankton, 
periphyton, and surface sediments from Thule-influenced and 
reference lakes in order to understand how the Thule people influenced 
these remote systems. We will use δ15N to identify if shifts in the 
nutrient composition of the lakes occurred; we will subsequently aim 
to identify changes in specific human biomarkers at these shifts using 
sterols and stanols. Preliminary results generally show an increase in 
δ15N in the Thule influenced lake sediment cores and no change in the 
reference sites. 

This project aims to help us to better understand how the chemistry 
of remote Arctic lakes changes as a result of human activity. 
Furthermore, this study will highlight the extent to which these 
changes persist once humans are no longer present

Contact: lgall055@uottawa.ca
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Understanding the fate, behaviour and weathering of diluted 
bitumen (dilbit) spilled in a freshwater system
Sawyer Stoyanovich, MSc student, University of Ottawa

Alberta’s landlocked oil sands house nearly 50 billion cubic meters of 
bitumen, a form of crude oil that is far too dense and viscous to be 
transported by conventional pipeline methods. In order to facilitate 
transport, bitumen is diluted with mixtures of low molecular weight 
hydrocarbons, decreasing the overall density of the product in order 
to meet pipeline transport specifications. The resulting product is thus 
referred to as “dilbit”, a complex mixture of chemicals differing greatly 
in composition to other conventional crude oils. Very little is known 
about the fate and behaviour of dilbit when spilled in freshwater lakes. 
As a means to address this knowledge gap, we conducted a simulated 
dilbit spill for 11 days in a series of land-based tanks at the IISD-ELA 
(Experiment Lakes Area) throughout the summer of 2017. The tanks 
were filled with lake water and sediments in order to mimic a natural 
freshwater system. We observed the rapid volatilization of the lower 
molecular weight hydrocarbons present in the diluent when exposed 
to the environment. After 8 days of weathering, the density of the oil 
slick surpassed that of freshwater, resulting in the submergence of the 
slick towards the sediment layer. Elevated hydrocarbon concentrations 
were detected in both the water column and the sediments, including 
compounds such as n-alkanes, EPA priority PAHs and alkylated PAHs. 
This study was carried out as a pilot project for a larger-scale, in-lake 
simulation study, which will be conducted in the summer of 2018 at 
the IISD-ELA. These results are important for our understanding of 
dilbits behaviour in the environment and informing evidence-based 
management strategies for the transport of dilbit in Canada.  

Contact: sstoy012@uottawa.ca
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In vitro metabolism of organophosphate esters in polar bears 
and ringed seals
Adelle Strobel, MSc, Carleton University

Arctic wildlife can be exposed to environmental chemical contamination 
due to long-range transport and subsequent environmental deposition. 
Organophosphate esters (OPEs) are emerging chemicals of concern, 
found at high concentration in Arctic abiota environments but low 
levels in biota, including in polar bear and ringed seal adipose tissue 
from the current study. OPE metabolism was investigated in East 
Greenland polar bears and ringed seals using enzymatically-active liver 
microsomes. Organophosphate triester metabolism rate and extent 
were found to be greater in polar bears than ringed seals. Chemical 
structure and physical properties of OPEs affected metabolism. 
For example, bulkier, alkyl-substituted triphenyl phosphates had 
decreased metabolism in both species. The degradation of OPEs with 
aryl substituents occurred at a greater rate in polar bear compared 
to alkyl substituents in ringed seal liver microsomes. The structure-
dependent metabolism of eleven OPEs have important implications for 
regulatory and risk assessments, as some compounds have little to no 
toxicokinetics data available in the current literature. 

Contact: adelle.strobel@canada.ca


